Abstract-Wireless sensor networks consisting of great number of cheap and tiny sensor nodes which are used for military environment controlling, natural events recording, traffic monitoring, robot navigation, and etc. Such a networks encounter with various types of challenges like energy consumption, routing, coverage, reliability. The most significant types of these problems are coverage that originated from the nodes energy consumption constrained. In order to dominate this problem different kinds of methods has been presented where the majority of them based on theoretical methods and used unbalanced and calculated distributions. In all of the proposed methods a large numbers of nodes are used. In this paper our attempt is based on using a few numbers of sensors in order to cover the vast area of environment. We proposed an algorithm that divides the desired environment to several areas and in each of these areas by using the genetic algorithm improve the coverage. The proposed method is simulated in MATLAB software and the obtained results are compared with the existing algorithms. Results show that the presented algorithm has a substantial coverage in compare with its previous counterparts.
energy and lifetime in compare with other nodes around base station. In a time of pointing to some uniform distribution methods, Gaussian protocol attracts attention. In this method base station stay in the middle of the environment and by using Gaussian distribution sensor nodes spread in there [3] .
Although Gaussian protocol can increase lifetime and coverage but equally it can increase cost. Our attempt in this paper is based on using a few numbers of sensors to achieve great amount of coverage and yet decrease the cost. In recent years different kinds of algorithms for coverage protection in wireless sensor networks are suggested where majority of them use node redundancy to achieve this issue. Some times when there is no demand for node's sense, mentioned algorithms keep them in sleep mode [6] . Later, algorithms based on search operation were suggested that control the node's sleep mode to achieve more coverage in network [7] . In this paper we propose a method on a base of genetic algorithm which can decrease education time. In mentioned method environment is divided to several subsystems. We try to cover desired area with few numbers of nodes and less amount of energy consumption. Although previous algorithms have better coverage but they use large number of sensor nodes which relate to the cost increasing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow: section 2 presents existing related works, section 3 describes the proposed algorithm, section 4 evaluates the proposed algorithm and compare it with the existing counterparts and section 5 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORKS
Some of the existing algorithms for coverage and energy consumption spread nodes non -uniform in wireless sensor network. In paper [8] sensor nodes are distributed like mathematical models. When sensor nodes spread non -uniform in the environment, in one -hop toward base station due to energy constraint, energy hole will be happen and this is one of the non -uniform spreading problems [9, 10] .
In paper [4] avoiding energy hole by distributing heterogeneous sensors and using different data reporting time has been discussed. Energy model will be as follow: Two dimensional Gaussian distribution is formulated as follow: 
